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Abstract: Some have proposed that it is reasonable for an atheist to pursue a form
of life shaped by engagement with theistic religious language and practice, once
language and belief in God are interpreted in the appropriate non-realist manner.
My aim is to defend this proposal in the face of several objections that have been
raised against it. First, I engage in some conceptual spadework to distinguish more
clearly some varieties of religious non-realism. Then, in response to two central
objections, I seek to articulate the most promising version of the view. I conclude by
discussing some practical and moral objections to a non-realist form of religious life.

Introduction

Can an atheist believe in God ? Of course, the short and uninteresting
answer is ‘ No’. That is, the answer is ‘ No’, and must necessarily be so if (1) we
understand the word, ‘ God ’, to refer to a personal, immaterial being whose attributes include qualities like omnipotence, omnibenevolence, and omniscience ;
(2) understand an atheist as one who denies that such a being exists; and (3)
understand the phrase ‘ believe in ’ to function as it does when my nine-year old
son asks a playmate, ‘ Do you believe in Santa Claus ? ’ To understand the question
this way is to understand language and belief about God in a religious realist
sense. According to religious realism, religious discourse about the existence and
nature of sacred reality – in this case, discourse about God – should be understood to refer to a transcendent ultimate reality. Thus, to ask whether someone
believes in God is to ask – at least in part – whether she or he thinks a certain
metaphysical claim about reality is true.
Though a slow burn at the liberal fringe of Christian theology can be traced
back to Ludwig Feuerbach’s The Essence of Christianity, the need to coin a label
like ‘religious realism ’ to mark a contrast with its alternative, ‘ religious nonrealism’ is only decades old and parallels the drawing of similar distinctions in
meta-ethics and philosophy of science during the mid-twentieth century. As will
be discussed below, there are several varieties of religious non-realism. However,
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it may be characterized brieﬂy as the view that religious discourse about a sacred
reality may be interpreted as asserting truths about human experience or
expressing and/or promoting essentially human desires, attitudes, values, and
ideals rather than as an attempt to refer to a supernatural ultimate Other.
For some atheists – perhaps most famously, Freud – a non-realist analysis of
the unconscious aim of religious language has been coupled with a critique of
the role of religion in human life. However, others have been more favourably
disposed to the role of religion and have proposed that one might be an atheist
yet rationally choose to live as if God exists. That is, in spite of their rejection of
theistic metaphysics, they hold that it is reasonable for an atheist to pursue a
form of life shaped by full engagement with theistic religious language and
practice – e.g. those ritualized behaviours involved in worship and prayer – by
reinterpreting religious language and belief in a non-realist manner. If this proposal is coherent, then perhaps there is a sense in which one may be an atheist
yet believe in God. Of course, for the atheist here, the phrase ‘believe in ’ will not
entail assent to a metaphysical proposition about a supernatural reality. Instead,
it will signal commitment to an ideal and way of life shaped in some important
way by religious language and practice, as, for example, when one says one
believes in self-sacriﬁce, life-long monogamous relationships, or some political
cause.
A number of objections have been made to the proposal that an atheist may
reasonably adopt a theistic form of life, once language and belief in God are
understood in a non-realist manner. In this paper, my aim is to respond to these
objections more directly than its proponents have to date. First, I engage in some
conceptual spadework to distinguish more clearly some possible varieties of
religious non-realism. Second, I identify the two most important objections to the
non-realist proposal, objections alleging it to be fundamentally incoherent. In
response to these objections, I then seek to articulate the version of non-realism
that makes most evident why an atheist who adopts it might rationally choose to
lead a theistic form of life. Finally, I conclude by discussing some practical and
moral objections to this form of religious life.
Varieties of religious non-realism

Religious non-realism is best understood in contrast to its counterpart :
religious realism. Three claims are central to the realist’s interpretation of
discourse about a sacred reality :
(1) Such discourse possesses (or presupposes other utterances that
possess) cognitive status – i.e. it is intended to make assertions
capable of being true or false (where their truth or falsity is
understood in the objective sense of not being contingent upon
human beliefs about their truth or falsity).1
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(2) Some such assertions are intended to aﬃrm the existence and
nature of a metaphysical reality (or aspect of reality) that exists
over against the realm of everyday experience that is subject to
investigation by the empirical sciences ; and
(3) Some set of assertions of the preceding kind about a sacred reality
are true.
In sum, religious realism, as I will understand it, is a view about the intended
function and referent of religious discourse (these I will refer to as the ‘ realist
aspirations ’ of religious discourse), as well as its success in accomplishing what is
intended. On the realist view, such discourse is intended to make (or entails)
truth-claims that aﬃrm the existence of a supra-mundane reality, and at least
some such claims are true. A religious realist may acknowledge as well that
religious discourse performs a number of other important functions in religious
life but will often maintain that at a fundamental level the meaningfulness
of religious language and the meaningfulness of its associated practices are
grounded in their commitment to realism.
Before moving to a description of some particular varieties of religious
non-realism that might be adopted by an atheist, let me pause to make two
preliminary comments in order to avoid some unnecessary confusion. First, note
that strictly speaking, the word, ‘ atheist ’ refers to one who denies only that a
certain kind of ultimate reality exists, namely the god of classical theism – a
personal deity that has created the world and is characterized by the standard
omni attributes. If, on the other hand, one understands ‘ God ’ to refer to whatever
it is that exists as a sacred reality, then being an atheist in the strict sense is
certainly consistent with belief in God, even in the realist sense of ‘believe in ’.
Many people in the world deny the existence of God in the classical theistic
sense but believe that there exists, in contrast to everyday reality, an ultimate
reality or dimension of reality which can be experienced by human beings and in
relation to which one ought to conduct one’s life. Some have characterized this
dimension of reality pantheistically (e.g. Hindu Advaita Vedanta and Spinoza) or
as a transpersonal principle or aspect of reality (e.g. some Mahayana Buddhist
and Taoist thinkers, as well, perhaps, as A. N. Whitehead and Paul Tillich).
Despite their rejection of classical theism, those who hold such religious views
are committed to religious realism insofar as they continue to aﬃrm realism’s
three distinctive claims.2 In the discussion to follow I will focus on non-realist
interpretations of theistic religious language in particular ; however, one should
assume for the sake of this discussion that the atheist who might adopt such
interpretations rejects belief in any sort of supernatural sacred reality, not simply
the God of classical theism.
Second, the varieties of religious non-realism discussed below should be
understood to be based on an ‘ error theory ’ of the standard use of religious
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language.3 The proponent of an error theory of religious language grants that
religious persons have typically intended their discourse about a sacred reality
to be understood in the manner described by the ﬁrst two claims above. That
is, an error theorist believes that most Jews, Christians, Muslims, etc. who
speak about God, intend, as the realist suggests, to make assertions about
and aﬃrm the existence of a personal object of devotion that in some sense
transcends that aspect of reality subject to empirical investigation. However, the
error theorist denies that any such assertions are true – that theists have
failed to successfully refer to a supernatural reality when they use the word ‘ God ’.
The error theorist thereby rejects the third of religious realism’s distinctive
claims. Note that the deﬁnition of atheism (of either variety described above)
requires that it be possible to interpret religious propositions about a sacred
reality as making (or entailing) assertions about the existence of a transcendent
reality, for it is these assertions that the atheist regards as false. Furthermore,
if one reﬂectively endorses atheism so deﬁned, then one is an error theorist
as well.
It is important to distinguish varieties of religious non-realism based on an
error theory from another set of views sometimes labelled ‘ non-realist’. I have in
mind here views inspired by some remarks on religion by the later Wittgenstein.4
Proponents of this view tend to deny that religious discourse – outside philosophy and philosophically dominated theology – has ever been in the business of
making the sort of metaphysical truth-claims realists are wont to defend.5 This is
an important view, but one outside the scope of the present discussion. In contrast, proponents of the non-realist views discussed below should be understood
to concede the realist aspirations of traditional religious speech-acts ; but having
concluded that these aspirations are not fulﬁlled, they oﬀer a reinterpretation of
the aim and function of religious discourse. So, the atheist who proposes that it is
rational to pursue a non-realist form of religious life is deﬁned both in relation
to how she perceives religious language is typically used by more traditional
religious persons (as an atheist), and in relation to how she proposes religious
language ought to be understood once its traditional aspirations are rejected (as a
non-realist).
As noted above, atheism entails the rejection of the third of religious realism’s
distinctive claims – the claim that at least some assertions aﬃrming the existence
of a sacred reality, say God, are true. In virtue of this, an atheist is an error
theorist. She may also be a non-realist of the sort considered here if she then
proceeds to oﬀer a reinterpretation of religious language that involves the rejection of one or both of the ﬁrst two aspects of religious realism. Several varieties of
religious non-realism can be distinguished on the basis of which of these two are
rejected and how they are rejected. In what follows, I think it helpful to describe
these varieties as theoretically distinct in order better to understand the various
claims that have been made by non-realists. However, in the writings of the
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authors cited the views are sometimes mixed, and I will, in the end, identify a
mixed version as the most plausible.
First, a non-realist may agree with the realist’s ﬁrst claim – that assertions
referring to God are cognitive in form – but deny the second – that they need to be
understood as metaphysical assertions about a supernatural reality. References to
God are better interpreted, the non-realist might contend, as asserting truths
about human beings. We might dub this view, ‘ religious positivism’. Like its
historical cousin in philosophy of science, the view here is that all statements
referring to unobservable theoretical entities are best translated as referring to
that which is empirically observable.6 In this fashion, the New Testament scholar
and theologian Rudolph Bultmann says, ‘ I am trying to substitute anthropology
for theology, for I am interpreting theological aﬃrmations as assertions
about human life’.7 More recently, Don Cupitt interprets ‘ God ’ as a symbol
for the demand on human beings to attain – to the highest degree possible – selfknowledge and freedom from selﬁshness.8 Having thus reinterpreted the referent
of ‘ God ’, he then interprets doctrinal statements about God’s attributes as
describing features of that demand for transcendence. For example, to say that
God is immutable is to say that the imperative to seek self-knowledge and
transcendence is absolute and unchanging.9
Two more common forms of religious non-realism reject the positivist’s
commitment to the cognitive status of God-talk. The ﬁrst of these, religious
expressivism, emphasizes, like positivism, the need to reinterpret instances of
theological discourse as discourse about human experience but emphasizes
the non-cognitive role of such religious discourse in expressing emotions, or in
prescribing values, as well as perhaps one’s intention to act in accordance with
the latter. As Richard Braithwaite once claimed, ‘ God is love ’ may be interpreted
as announcing one’s intention to lead an agapeistic life.10 Richard Schacht nicely
sums up the emphasis of this form of ‘post transcendent religion ’ :
Religions … are fundamentally a matter of the expression, aﬃrmation, elaboration,
and promotion of certain sets of values … . To ask whether they are true or false is to
make a kind of category mistake, akin to that which one would be making if one
asked the same question with respect to operas or symphonies.11

Religious expressivism can take a variety of forms depending upon the function
attributed to theological speech-acts, yet it is committed to the view that such
utterances are not themselves asserting anything to be true – either about God or
human beings. Note, however, that religious expressivism may be coupled with
other forms of realism – that despite this emphasis on the non-cognitive status of
theological speech-acts, an expressivist can hold that the attitudes expressed in
such utterances are attitudes about something that she believes to be true in
a realist sense. So, for example, one might hold – as Braithwaite did – that
theological utterances express an attitude toward a moral ideal, and hold – as
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Braithwaite did not – both that statements about a moral ideal can be true or false
and that some are in fact true.
Finally, a third form of religious non-realism denies that the meaningfulness of
engaging in religious discourse depends upon our ability to translate God-talk
into either assertions about something other than a supernatural being or
expressions of one’s emotions, attitudes, or commitments. According to this view,
which we’ll call ‘religious instrumentalism ’, religious discourse is to be understood as useful ﬁction, a powerful vehicle through which we might realize fuller
and less ego-centred lives.12 On this view, the traditional meaning of religious
terms remains intact. For example, the word ‘God ’ still refers to an immaterial
personal agent. However, according to instrumentalism, such terms are understood to belong to a larger ﬁctional narrative that includes not only those things
recognizably narrative in form but theological discourse as well. Contrasting the
instrumentalist understanding of the biblical creation narrative with that of a
fundamentalist realist, Howard Wettstein writes,
She, not unlike one who reads the narrative as an actual account of creation, dwells
in the potent imagery … . For her, of course, the story is not factually correct. But this
is, to her mind, almost not worthy of mention; it is both obvious and completely
beside the point, the religious point. The powerful religious resonances and
intimations of the story are available to her, as they are to the fundamentalist, as
a consequence of dwelling so wholeheartedly in the drama of creation.13

According to the instrumentalist, inhabiting the time-tested world of religious
narrative and imagery is a valuable means of structuring one’s life around a
conception of the good and of bringing about a corresponding transformation of
one’s character. Central to the instrumentalist’s view is that the ethical import of
immersing oneself in religious discourse as ﬁction is independent of one’s
metaphysical commitments.14
Two important objections

Theists and traditional non-religious atheists ﬁnd themselves unexpected
allies in opposing the religious non-realist’s claim that it may be rational for an
atheist to live as if God exists. Both groups have tended to believe that the
meaningfulness of religious language and practice is essentially tied to its realist
aspirations and so often object that the practice of religious non-realism is
fundamentally incoherent. On this view, the fact that some self-proclaimed
atheists have practised theistic forms of religion does not, by itself, establish the
rationality of doing so. That is, critics may suspect that either the individuals in
question are not truly atheists (but perhaps instead merely closet agnostics) or
that their religious practice is simply a habitual and sentimental leftover from
earlier days when it was accompanied by realist belief. The suspicion of an
underlying incoherence has been expressed in the form of two related objections.
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Below, I sketch how these objections may be raised against each of the three
forms of non-realism outlined in the previous section.
Religious positivism has seemed persuasive to many when employed as part of
a theory concerning the historical genesis of the idea of God – e.g. in Feuerbach’s
claim that the concept of God was humanity’s unwitting projection on to the
universe of human nature puriﬁed and freed of limitation.15 If something like this
is correct, then there is an important sense in which theology can be reduced to
anthropology as Feuerbach and Bultmann claimed. But the present question is
whether there is any point in an atheist making statements about God so
understood and conjoining them with the practice of religious ritual. The
motivation for doing so is not clear. There are at least two related problems. First,
if, as the religious positivist claims, the symbol ‘ God ’ can be decoded, and all
statements about God translated into anthropological, psychological, or moral
statements, it’s not clear why an atheist – should she wish to make statements of
the latter variety – should not simply make them in their own terms rather than
resort to coded theological terms. In other words, once the naturalistic meaning
of such religious discourse is discovered or designated it ceases to have a distinctive function and thus seems ripe for elimination. As John Robinson once
remarked, religious discourse of this kind would seem to be ‘ semantically
superﬂuous ’.16
The second diﬃculty for religious positivism is that it leaves religious practice
unmotivated as well. To see this clearly, consider the contrast with the link between religious realism and prayer. When the realist engages in prayer she takes
herself to be communicating with a supernatural being distinct from herself. The
behaviour is motivated by a belief about what is appropriate in relation to that
Other – e.g. a belief that the Other’s greatness calls for praise, or perhaps that
someone for whom the intercessor prays might receive some divine aid in the
midst of a crisis. These sorts of motivations are clearly inaccessible to the religious positivist, and it’s not clear how the view could ﬁll the lacuna.17 The
problem is only ampliﬁed if one pays attention not only to the linguistic intentions involved in many prayers but also to the variety of ritual postures that are
often partly constitutive of the practice. For the realist, one strikes a submissive
posture out of reverence and humility in the presence of the Other, but if there is
no Other in the realist sense, then why kneel or prostrate oneself ?
Religious expressivism would seem to fare no better in the face of these
two objections. The expressivist denies that religious utterances in the form of
assertions should be understood as such, holding instead that they be interpreted
as expressing some non-cognitive state. But insofar as the expressivist, like the
positivist, believes it possible to translate the meaning of such religious discourse
into naturalistic terms, then the same question arises as to why one should not
express one’s attitude in naturalistic terms in the ﬁrst place. To return to
Braithwaite’s example, why should one resort to theological assertion when one
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can simply say, ‘I intend to live an agapeistic form of life’ ? Similarly, it is not yet
clear what distinctive role religious ritual is to play in the expression of one’s
emotions, attitudes, and commitments.
Religious instrumentalism, of course, explicitly seeks to articulate what might
motivate the atheist to engage in religious discourse and practice – namely, that
by engaging religion as a ﬁction one may foster growth in one’s moral character.
The general point here is an important one. A central aim of religion, arguably
whether it be of the realist or non-realist variety, is to bring about an inner
transformation of one’s self and a corresponding change in one’s conduct.
Religious instrumentalists can draw upon the widely shared experience of being
moved and transformed by ﬁction to explain the point of religious discourse and
practice absent its realist elements.
But simply reminding us of the transforming power of ﬁction does not provide
an entirely satisfactory answer to the two objections at hand, for the objections
may be reformulated as follows. First, it’s still not clear why the atheist should
accord theistic religious discourse such a central role in shaping her life when
there exists such a wide variety of ﬁction available that might be used to stimulate
personal growth. What, if anything, is distinctive of religious ﬁction ? Second,
one might grant that reading and reﬂecting on ﬁction is useful but still question
the point of religious practice for the instrumentalist. Even if one accepts that the
Tanakh, the Bible, the Qur’an, etc. may be read as inspiring ﬁction, why should
this require anything more than that we make sure we have a copy of each on our
bookshelf beside our copy of William Bennett’s Book of Virtues to pull down now
and then and read for our moral ediﬁcation ?
Responding to the coherence objections

The above objections are not the only criticisms made of religious nonrealism. Nevertheless, they are perhaps the most important, for they go to the
heart of the issue between realists and non-realists: whether the meaningfulness
of religious language and the practices associated with it require that they reﬂect
realist aspirations – i.e. that their meaningfulness depends upon the intentions
described in the ﬁrst two of realism’s central claims. I will argue that the nonrealist can mount a plausible defence in the face of these objections by supplementing religious instrumentalism with elements of religious expressivism.
On this view, religious discourse will be understood as ﬁctional, yet I will hold
that its role cannot be cashed-out solely in terms of its instrumental value. Call
this view, ‘ ﬁctionalism ’.
In order to meet the ﬁrst of our objections – that religious discourse can serve
no distinctive purpose for the non-realist and so becomes eliminable – it is
necessary to understand religious discourse as a special kind of symbolic ﬁction.
Symbols are powerful non-cognitive tools in the expression of shared experience
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and commitments and in the provocation of a shared response in the direction of
an ideal that has yet to be realized.18 Religious discourse on the view being developed here is symbolic in this sense and so combines the emphases of both
expressivism and instrumentalism. For example, the image of Yahweh in the
Hebrew Bible, unrelenting in love and the pursuit of justice, yet lamenting,
through the prophets, Israel’s treatment of the poor, may symbolically direct our
attention to the plight of the poor amongst us, give expression to the shared
experience and commitment of those struggling to realize a just social order, and
point to the character necessary to bring about its full realization.
To this general notion of symbolic ﬁction, we must add that religious discourse
on the present view is mythological. Mythological discourse, understood here as a
subset of symbolic discourse, is a meaning-loaded narrative that has been
adopted by a particular community to give expression to and foster a form of life
deﬁned by its guiding ideal(s).19 Thus, mythological ﬁction, unlike some other
forms of symbolic ﬁction, functions to establish and perpetuate the identity of a
people over time.20 This is signiﬁcant in two respects.
First, it highlights the fact that we are to imagine our ﬁctionalist as one who
belongs to a religious community. The instrumental beneﬁt of associating with
a like-minded community is clear. It is a powerful thing to gather with people
who embrace similar ideals, who are willing to devote time to their elaboration
and celebration, and who share a commitment to pursuing their realization.
Moreover, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd non-religious versions of this sort of community in
contemporary Western society. Second, we should imagine that our non-realist
belongs to a community that is, to a considerable degree, continuous with some
theistic historical tradition with respect to its texts, theological expression, and
practices. Sometimes this simply may be a matter of practical necessity,21 but I
think the ﬁctionalist has again a good instrumental reason for choosing to belong
to such a community as well. In the course of their long evolution, existing religious traditions have developed a richness of insight, expression, and means of
character transformation that one could not hope to reproduce should one seek
to ‘wipe the slate clean and start afresh ’.22 The wise non-realist, of course, will not
accept tradition uncritically, but neither will he be quick to dismiss elements of
the tradition he ﬁnds incomprehensible or objectionable. As many thoughtful
realists (and hopefully, university students) have discovered, there is sometimes
much to be gained from struggling with a syllabus not of one’s own making.23
I have dwelt a bit on the communal aspect of religious mythology because it
provides a partial reply to the objection that such discourse can serve no distinctive function for the non-realist. While granting that many of the expressivist
elements of religious language could be translated without loss into naturalist
terms, and that one need not turn to religion to experience the ethically transforming power of ﬁction, the non-realist may highlight the way in which religious
discourse can play an important role in deﬁning and fostering a community
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devoted to the realization of its guiding ideal. I now want to suggest that what
allows such discourse to retain its speciﬁcally religious quality, on a ﬁctionalist
view, is the way its central symbols point to a distinctive kind of guiding ideal.
‘ Be imitators of God ’, writes the author of the Letter to the Ephesians. Like the
realist, the ﬁctionalist may be guided by the ambition to be recreated in the image
of God. This aspiration does not require that God exist, but it does require a
conception of God, i.e. a representation of a perfected state of being. The religious
aspiration to imitate God is not an aspiration to wield god-like power or obtain
perfect knowledge, but to construct a life in which the internal aspects of one’s
self (e.g., one’s desires and values), as well as its relation to others and the wider
natural world, are fully integrated and harmonious. It is sometimes alleged that
perfect-being theology is an exclusively Graeco-Christian invention, yet evidence
for the presence of this sort of religious ideal can be found in other theistic as
well as non-theistic traditions.24 The ﬁctionalist need not believe that a state of
comprehensive integration and harmony is possible, only that pursuit of it is
eminently worthwhile.
Religious discourse is thus distinguished by the ambitious all-inclusive nature
of its deﬁning ideal. Dewey perhaps comes closest to an explicit recognition of the
centrality of this feature of being genuinely religious : ‘The religious is ‘‘morality
touched by emotion ’’ only when the ends of moral conviction arouse emotions
that are not only intense but are actuated and supported by ends so inclusive that
they unify the self.’25 This is an oft-overlooked feature in discussions of nonrealism, but one which I think helps explain why non-realists are drawn to continue to talk about distinctively spiritual or religious ideals rather than try to
describe the ends sought reductionistically in moral and psychological terms.
Complete reduction on this view is not possible. Discourse about such an ideal
requires symbolic representation for the same reason realist theologians have
stressed the need for symbolic, metaphorical, and/or analogical description when
referring to God. It is a kind of existence of which we may have some inkling but
one that eludes full articulation, for our experience, and thus understanding, of
such an existence is always at best partial and fragmentary.
To this point, I have been arguing that the ﬁctionalist can defend the claim that
religious discourse is capable of playing an important and distinctive role for an
atheist by appealing to its instrumental value in fostering a community committed to the pursuit of an ideal that requires for its expression just the sort of
symbolic representation we ﬁnd in theological discourse. I turn now to the objection that the coherence of religious practice is undermined once a religion’s
commitment to realism is forsaken.
First, the ﬁctionalist can stress that the beneﬁts to be derived from engagement
with religious discourse conceived as ﬁction will not derive from a detached
reading of the sacred text as literature but only follow upon full immersion, the
sort experienced when we are apt to say that we lost ourselves in the novel we
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were reading or the movie we were watching. This is because – as virtue theorists
in ethical theory often remind us – changes in character are rarely, if ever, merely
a matter of directing one’s mind and will in the proper direction but must also
involve the cultivation and exercise of one’s emotional capacity. Emotional engagement is more likely to follow if we not only read religious texts but also locate
ourselves within the make-believe religious world through our participation in
ritualized speech and behaviour. When we corporately speak and act as if the
story were true, we help unlock the transforming eﬀect the ﬁction itself is capable
of producing in us. This, I take it, is George Santayana’s point when he writes,
[Prayer] will not bring rain, but until rain comes it may cultivate hope and resignation
and may prepare the heart for any issue, opening up a vista in which human
prosperity will appear in its conditioned existence and conditional value. A candle
wasting itself before a image will prevent no misfortune, but it may bear witness to
some silent hope or relieve some sorrow by expressing it … . Worship, supplication,
reliance on the gods, express both these things in an appropriate parable.26

Here, it might seem that in recommending that one ‘ act as if the story were
true’, the ﬁctionalist is suggesting that the atheist’s emotional engagement in
religious ritual depends upon acts of self-deception – i.e. it requires convincing
herself, at least momentarily, that God exists, contrary to her considered judgement. How best in general to explain our emotional engagement with ﬁction is no
easy matter. If – as is widely accepted today – emotions are, at least in part, deﬁned by some cognitive content (i.e. a belief that such-and-such is the case), then
how is it possible for us to be moved by ﬁctional scenarios when we know them to
be ﬁctional and so lack the requisite cognitive content ? Space does not permit
an adequate treatment of this larger issue,27 but I think most would agree that it
is implausible to think that our emotional engagement with ﬁction in general is
best explained by supposing that those emotions rest on acts of self-deception.
For example, my experience of being moved while viewing a play depicting a
parent whose child has died does not depend on my convincing myself – even
momentarily – that the one actor is the parent of the other and that one of them
has just died before my eyes. However, one might urge that the worry here is not
simply the concern about explaining in general how ﬁction is capable of aﬀecting
us emotionally but a deeper one, since the ﬁctionalist view defended here
requires not simply that one be moved by a theistic narrative but that one take
part in the ﬁction through rule-governed ritual behaviours. In other words, the
analogy here is not that of viewing a play but of being in the play and following
the script.
Must the ﬁctionalist deceive herself in order to participate in what she regards
as a ﬁction ? Again, I think not. What is required is that the ﬁctionalist engage in
an imaginative exercise. That is, she must imagine what it would be like were the
ﬁction true and act in accordance with that imaginative construction. Here it may
be helpful to be reminded of a popular strategy in athletic training for competitive
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sports. Athletes in such sports are not only sometimes encouraged to practice
under ‘ game conditions ’, but are also encouraged in such cases to imagine as
they practise that they are in a game. Rule-governed patterns of behaviour beﬁtting the imagined game circumstances are often prescribed, and the athlete is
asked to perform them as if she were in the game. One may, for example, be asked
to participate in a drill while imagining that one is playing in the upcoming
championship. Suppose that a particular athlete completes the drill while
successfully imagining herself to be in the championship game. We need not
suppose that she must deceive herself in order to accomplish such a feat (so that
afterwards she must remind herself that the real game has yet to be played).
Of course, the analogy between such an athlete and the ﬁctionalist is not
exactly parallel, since the relevant instrumental value of such an imaginative
construction for the athlete is her performance in a real game, which serves as
the basis of her imaginative model ; whereas the value of religious ritual for the
ﬁctionalist will be expressed less directly in areas of life very much unlike the
circumstances surrounding the ritual. (Note that the latter is true for whatever
instrumental value ritual oﬀers the realist as well.) In addition to illustrating the
way imaginative construction may serve an instrumental purpose without selfdeception, the athletic analogy may be revealing in another respect as well. It
suggests that the capacity for imaginative construction is substantially inﬂuenced
by one’s prior experience. An inexperienced athlete who has not yet played in the
sort of game she is asked to imagine will have more diﬃculty with the imaginative
exercise than one who has, and she may thereby not reap the same instrumental
value from the drill. For a similar reason, I suspect that ﬁctionalist forms of
religious non-realism will always be more popular amongst former realists than
among those who have never practised religion as a realist. For the former realist,
the imaginative exercise is a reconstruction that no doubt relies, at least in part,
on the ability to recall the experience of regarding the world from the standpoint
of a religious realist.
Finally, I wish to conclude this section by denying that the point of religious
practice for the ﬁctionalist must be understood in strictly instrumentalist terms.
That is, one might also think it crucial to speak and act as if the theistic story were
true because of the symbolic value of expressing in religious ritual that one is on
the side of the good as represented in the ﬁction. In an article with a diﬀerent aim
in mind, Robert Adams makes a strong case for the importance of such symbolic
actions in our lives.28 As Adams argues, the importance of symbolic action lies
in its capacity to address a kind of helplessness that is an inescapable aspect of
our existence – that despite one’s intentions and eﬀorts, our ability to do good,
conceive of it, and care about it is limited. One may seek to orient one’s life
around a more or less articulate comprehensive conception of the good, but one’s
success in bringing oneself and the rest of the world in line with it will always be
incomplete.
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Despite this fact, the quality of our lives is enhanced if we take the opportunity,
not only to make what progress we may, but also simply to declare our loyalty to
the good in actions that symbolize that allegiance.29 This insight can help further
explain the point of and motivation for religious ritual as practised by the
ﬁctionalist. To take again the case of prayer, a non-realist may engage in intercessory prayer for those in some dire need, not because she believes there is some
chance thereby of eﬀecting some aid, nor because she believes that in doing so
she will contribute to the further development of her own moral and spiritual self,
but simply because in doing so she symbolically declares that she is for those in
need.
Practical and moral objections

In the foregoing I have argued that the meaningfulness of religious
language and practice for a ﬁctionalist can be defended against two important
objections. I take these objections – insofar as they allege some incoherence in
the view – to be the most philosophically serious. However, others have been
raised as well. In this section, I discuss some practical and moral objections to
religious non-realism.
As I pointed out above, the ﬁctionalist and realist agree that a central function
of religious practice is to bring about a transformation of one’s character. But can
we expect that a non-realist form of religion will be just as eﬀective as its realist
counterpart in bringing about this result? In other words, are the two not just
functionally similar but also functionally equivalent ? Many have raised doubts
about whether there is any reason to think that religious non-realism has the
resources to generate the same moral fruit, or even whether it can, as a religious
movement, sustain itself since it regards itself as grounded in a ﬁction.30
Some non-realists have asserted the functional equivalence claim or even
suggested the stronger claim that religion would function better once its realist
commitments were purged,31 but I see no reason why the ﬁctionalist must
commit herself to such strong claims. All that is required is the minimal thesis
that the practice of a ﬁctionalist form of religion is a means to promote human
ﬂourishing. Moreover, it is important to remember that the lasting power of a
work of ﬁction is often attributed to its distinctive ability to direct attention to
certain important truths about the human condition. Thus, it seems reasonable
to suppose that the success of a particular form of ﬁctionalism will depend largely
upon how well it identiﬁes and promotes those truths, including – I would
suggest –moral truths. Again, though some religious non-realists have been
moral non-realists as well, we need not assume that the ﬁrst entails the second
(especially that the ﬁrst entails the crudest emotivist version of the second). If we
imagine our ﬁctionalist as a moral realist, then the appropriate comparison is not
between one person who believes her religious practices to be grounded in
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truth and another who does not ; belief in truth of a certain sort is at the heart of
both.
In the end, the persistence of ﬁctionalism over time will depend upon whether
its proponents continue to believe that the practices of their tradition play a
useful role in both their ongoing self-transformation and in the expression of
their ideals, as well as the conviction that they are unlikely to ﬁnd equally
powerful non-religious alternatives. The latter consideration is especially
signiﬁcant if the religious practice in question demands a signiﬁcant degree of
self-sacriﬁce. That is, it is unlikely that one will be motivated to engage in such
self-sacriﬁce unless one is convinced either that there is no better way to
accomplish the desired self-transformation and/or that the symbolic value of
one’s practice outweighs the personal costs incurred.
Some suggest that the practice of forms of religious non-realism like ﬁctionalism – at least insofar as it is pursued alongside religious realists and not
accompanied by explanatory qualiﬁcations – is deceitful and so morally objectionable. Of course, not all contemporary religious communities are deﬁned by a
shared commitment to religious realism. In such communities, there may be no
presumption of religious realism; therefore the concern that one’s practice might
mislead others need not arise. The moral objection gains strength when one
imagines a community that is deﬁned, in large part, by its realist commitment,
and thus where it seems reasonable to suppose that there would be a presumption amongst its members that one’s religious language and ritual be interpreted
in a realist manner. The objection is most acute in cases where the non-realist in
question inhabits an oﬃcial role as spiritual leader of a community wherein such
a presumption is widely shared.
To mislead by action or omission is a morally signiﬁcant and sometimes a
morally serious matter. This is to say that a burden of justiﬁcation must be met in
cases where it seems reasonable to suppose that others will misinterpret one’s
behaviour yet one chooses to allow such misinterpretation. Furthermore, some
realists may worry that more is at stake than interpersonal integrity. That is,
some may be concerned that the presence of covert non-realists in their midst
threatens the integrity of their community as a whole. These are legitimate
concerns, but I doubt that it is possible to give a context-free answer to the
question of whether the necessary justiﬁcatory burden can be met.
In the short story, ‘ Saint Manuel Bueno, Martyr ’ by Miguel de Unamuno, a
rural Catholic priest hides his unbelief from his parishioners who look to him for
spiritual guidance and solace.32 Father Don Manuel Bueno is tormented by his
desire to be forthright about his true convictions but subordinates this desire to
the love he has for the members of his parish, and his conviction that the practice
of religion is a powerful force for good in their lives. Near the end of the story,
Lazaro, an atheist and brother of the narrator, publicly ‘converts ’ to Catholicism
and becomes Don Manuel’s assistant in ministry after the priest confesses to him
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both his lack of belief and the nature of his ministry. Unamuno convincingly
portrays the two men as engaged in a noble enterprise. Perhaps, then, there can
be noble lies – i.e. times when a non-realist spiritual leader may justiﬁably allow
others to misinterpret his or her practice. I suspect that such cases, if they exist
outside ﬁction, are very rare. However, that the burden of justiﬁcation might be
met in the sort of case thought most acute suggests that it might also be met more
frequently in cases where the non-realist does not bear quite so high a degree of
responsibility.
Conclusion

Can an atheist believe in God ? On behalf of the atheist, I have argued
‘ Yes’, once language and belief about God are understood in the appropriate
non-realist sense. That is, I have argued that she may rationally choose to join a
community of others who, like herself, have committed themselves to the highest
of human ideals – being recreated in the very image of God – and who have joined
themselves in religious ritual to express and realize that aim.33
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